I.
The artist and cards interpretationist Marcela Sulzmann has designed the deck and in
Original size hand painted. The motifs on the cards are characterized by their simplicity and
positive Charisma. The artist lives and works in Germany, and has been working for more
than 15 Years intensively with the card interpretation. Giving the name and inspiration for
these soothsayers cards was the famous French fortune teller Marie Anne Lenormand. She
lived in the 18th century. In their large clientele can be found illustrious names: the future King
Louis XVIII, Prince Metternich, Josephine de Beauharnais, Napoleon, among others
II
This deck consists of 36 cards and one additional card. The additional card No.37
but must not be mixed and interpret with. If you want interpret the No. 37 with all card,
interpret you card no.37 with the following card and this House (place) where it is. the card
No.12 (the birds) are two motifs painted for selection you should take one.
Mixing and laying: The cards are shuffled into the one they face down on the table and
and then pushes her in his hand. Take your time when the cards for the first time in the
Have hand, look at all the pictures individually to in order to "connect" with the cards to. during
You mix the cards you focus on everything you want to know. After mixing
the cards in four rows of nine cards are laid out.
III. (A)
Interpretation of the cards: You are looking at the big sheet of the main character (you No.29,
He No. 28) and starts from there to the interpretation of the cards. All cards are behind a
character card (as seen) show the Past. Before a person card (as viewed) the future. The
card has a People map shows the thoughts. The card below of personnel card all you like
displaced. All the surrounding cards are directly related to the person or Topics card (work)
and have the greatest impact. If, for example, something about love want to know, then you
look for the card "the heart" and looks at the surrounding cards.
III. (B)
Subsequently, by the people or topics card (work, money) of diagonal and
Vertical line drawn. These show the developments and possibilities. another
Method of interpretation is the interpretation houses. Each card in the middle of a number, it
shows in the correct order by 1 to 36, the corresponding house in, for example, card # 1 =
House of the rider = House of good news, which comes up to me, the rider bring something ..)
etc. The corners (card No. 1,9,28,36) in the large map image display additional information to
the main topic. It is important filter out an essence - the most important of the entire cards
image.
IV
The large card is designed for a period of approximately 9 months. For Quick questions can
be three cards draw 2 -1 - 3 First card is inserted in the middle, this is the issue or the
problem
of. Second card is placed to the left, this indicates the cause of the problem. Third card is right
designed this card shows the solution to the problem. There are different laying methods
such as the Celtic Cross and others, only the most important information is briefly described.
For Interpret cards you need patience and intuition that one must train and exercise ÜbungG
V.
Important: cards show ONLY the tendencies of how something will develop and no fate that
you must accept! Everyone can change his life at any time and new decisions. One should
not be in front of the Tarot fear just a little Have respect, so that the energy flow well and you
get the right answers.One should not let the card interpretation put pressure on, otherwise
you lose the joy to it and you should curiosity mitbringenG The Golden Lenormand is much
more positive and loving energy been painted. I hope the subconscious mind speaks through
the pictures to you.
My mother Jarmila dedicated with love and gratitude. Marcela Sulzmann.
Order and card consultation with the Golden Lenormand below:
www.goldenlenormand-marcelasulzmann.de

VI.
1Reiter: Good News,
2Klee: Happiness, Hope
3 Ship: Travel, Events
Send to yourself
4 Home: Home, stability
5 Tree: resistance,
Health, duration
6 clouds: vagueness, fears
7 serpent, woman,
Caution, detours
8 Coffin: shows what is ended
Sorrow, sickness
9 flowers: success, invitation
Fortune Card, daughter
10 Sense: Danger, suddenness
11 Rods: Dispute, talks
12 Birds: worry, excitement
13 Child: Child, new beginning, small
14 Fuchs: shows what is wrong
Lies, and cunning
Bear 15: A man (Ex.), force
Strength, Courage
IX.
16 Stars: Fortune Card, clarity
Ideas, intuition
17 Storks: Change,
Something starts to move
18 dog: friendship, loyalty,
19 Tower: Office, isolation,
Separation, long life
20 Park: public,
Society, many people
X.
21 Berg: obstacle loads
In the moment nothing happens
22 ways: decision choice
Way, alternative
23 Mice: Losses, something gnaws
At one, grief
24 heart: love, joy
healing
25 Ring: relationship, contracts
compounds
26 Book: Mystery, Unknown,secret
27 Letter: latest news,
Communication (E. mail, sms)

28 Mr: asker, partners
29 lady: questioner, partner
30 Lilies: family support
sexuality
31 solar energy, great happiness,
32 Moon: feelings, recognition
the soul.
33 key: success Erfühlung,
Something is certain, success
34 Pisces: cash card, finance
35 Anchor: Jobs, employment, hold
36 Cross: fate, testing
before a card enhances the card
behind a card showing resolution
Additional card:
37 angel shows where you help &
Support from the
spirit World
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